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• To calculate cross sections, one needs to choose the 
renormalization scale and the factorization scale.

✴What to choose?

• The freedom to choose provides a way to estimate 
the error from not having calculated beyond NLO.

✴How does that work?

✴Is there more freedom?



Scale dependence
• The coupling depends on the renormalization 

scale and the parton distributions depend on 
the factorization scale.

• If we had an NNLO calculation, the 
dependence on the scales would be cancelled to 
that order.

• Thus the dependence on the scales shows us 
how big some of the NNLO terms are.

• This supplies an error estimate.



Error estimates
• Perturbative calculations are usually presented 

with an error estimate.

• For example, Anastasiou, Dissertori, and Stockli, 
JHEP 0709, 018 (2007): 



• Suppose that we have only NLO.

• We hope our NLO 
error band gives a 
range where NNLO 
will fall.

• Varying the scales by a factor 2 is more or less a 
guess, but it usually works pretty well.



Scale dependence plots
Choose standard scales 
near saddle point.

Use rms deviation around circle for error estimate.
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Rapidity matters



Is there anything else that 
you can vary?



You can vary the definition of 
parton distribution functions



These are 1% contour lines.
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Scale dependence less at LHC



Error estimates

Estimated errors are smaller at LHC

Tevatron LHC
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Mind the edge

 

There can be big fractional errors if you 
get near the edge of LO phase space.



Rapidity dependence

Estimated errors are bigger at large rapidity.



Inclusive is good
But too inclusive can be bad.

Can have fixed contribution from NLO virtual graphs

And big contributions from NLO real graphs


